Ethiopia Horizons

26 day escorted tour departing 27 December 2019

About
Far Horizons
Since Far Horizons was first established
in 1976 by Martin and Auriel Wright we
have escorted more than 180 tours to over
170 countries on all seven continents.
We have established a clientele of
devoted followers who appreciate our
uncompromising policy of providing high
quality accommodation and services, with
meticulous attention to detail in some of the
world's most exotic and stimulating regions.
All our tours are fully escorted and inclusive
of all transportation, accommodation, meals,
sightseeing, cultural events and gratuities.
Capacity is limited to fifteen, which
we feel is the ideal maximum number
necessary to achieve the degree of
personal attention and 'camaraderie'
which is the hallmark of Far Horizons.
Now under the guiding hand of Nick
Deacock, long-standing family friend
and associate with more than 35 years
experience in the travel industry, Far
Horizons continues to offer unique tours to
unusual and exotic destinations worldwide.

Far Horizons Tours Pty Ltd
PO Box 555, Cammeray
NSW 2062 Australia
Tel: (02) 9955 0444
E-mail: info@farhorizons.com.au
Website: www.farhorizons.com.au

Route Map

Tour Highlights
Visiting
Addis Ababa

2 nights

Bahir Dar
Blue Nile Falls
Lake Tana cruise

2 nights

Semien Mountains N.P.
Gondar
Debre Tabor
Awramba

2 nights
2 nights

Lalibela
3 nights
Yimrehane Kristos
Orthodox Christmas festivities
Axum
Hawzen
Yeha
Adigrat
Tigrai
Mekele

1 night
2 nights

Addis Ababa
1 night
Addis-Djibouti Rail Musuem
Harar
1 night
Babille Elephant Sanctuary
Dire Dawa
1 night
Bishoufti crater lakes
Lake Langano
Bale Mountains N.P.
Awassa
Addis Ababa
Timket Festival

1 night
3 nights
1 night
1 night

Bobo Dioulasso - Grand

Religious mural, Lake Tana
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Introduction

Ethiopia Horizons

Throughout its long and often bloody
history Ethiopia's feuding fiefdoms
have risen, flourished and fallen,
leaving remnants of their glory still
able to be admired today.

Our full day of sightseeing includes the
beautiful Baroque-style Trinity Cathedral
(Church of the Holy Trinity); the Ethnological
Museum located in the main campus of
the Addis Ababa University where exhibits
include Ethiopia’s history, culture and
traditions of the people of Ethiopia; the
National Museum containing the cast of
“Lucy” – the 3.2-million-year-old fossil
discovered in 1974; and an excursion into
the Entoto mountains for panoramic views
and to visit St Mary Church and the first
palace of Emperor Menelik II, founder of
Addis Ababa.

Ethiopia is home to no less than nine
UNESCO World Heritage Sites - eight
of them cultural, denoting the vast
number of historic treasures that can
be seen. We visit five World Heritage
Sites on tour including the castles of
Gondar; the Semien Mountains; the
rock-hewn churches of Lalibela; the
mysterious 'stelae field' of Aksum; and
the ancient walled-city of Harar.
Our visit is timed to coincide with
the Ethiopian Orthodox Christmas
at Lalibela and the Timket Festival
(Epiphany) celebrations in Addis.
Ethiopia is home to some of Africa's
most dramatic scenery and a healthy
mix of wildlife. During our tour we
go in search of Gelada baboons
in the Semien Mountains; Walia
ibex and Ethiopian wolf in the Bale
Mountains; elephant at Babile; lion,
crocodile and a variety of other rare,
endangered, endemic and unusual
animal and birdlife. In Harar we have
the opportunity to hand-feed wild
hyena under the watchful eye of the
'Hyena man', following a tradition
handed down through the generations.

Church of the Holy Trinity, Addis Ababa

Our journey begins with late evening
Emirates flights from Sydney, Melbourne,
Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth to Dubai,
arriving early the following morning for
connecting Emirates flight to Addis Ababa.

The next morning we fly to Bahir Dar,
located on the shores of Lake Tana. We
stay two nights at the upscale Kuriftu
Resort & Spa, where a welcome massage
is available. In the afternoon we make an
excursion to the Blue Nile Falls, one of
the most spectacular visual falls in Africa.
Hippo and crocodile may be seen along
the river bank.

We arrive in the Ethiopian capital in the
afternoon and stay two nights at the Addis
Ababa Sheraton, the first hotel in Africa
to join the Starwood group’s ‘Luxury
Collection’. A guest lecturer will discuss
Ethiopia's diverse history this evening.

Maqda, Ura Kidane Meret Monastery, Lake Tana

The next morning we board our private boat
for a cruise across Lake Tana to the Zege
Peninsula and its famous monasteries. After
a short walk through local villages and coffee
farms we reach the monastery of Ura Kidane
Meret which houses an important collection
of religious crosses and crowns dating from
the 16th century and some illustrated books
from the 13th century. The colourful paintings
on the maqda (inner core of the monastery)
are well-preserved and tell stories of the
Ethiopian saints. In the afternoon we tour
Bahir Dar’s market and visit Bezawit Palace.
Leaving Bahir Dar, we drive through scenic
rural and mountain landscapes to the Semien
Mountains National Park. Covering an area
of 180km² and ranging in altitude from
1900 meters to the summit of Ras Dashan
(Ethiopia’s highest point at 4430 meters), the
park boasts a range of habitat and botanical
zones, and is best known for its population
of endemic Gelada baboon. We stay two
nights at the Semien Mountains Eco Lodge.

Blue Nile Falls, Bahir Dar
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Ethiopia Horizons
In Gondar we visit the Royal Enclosure. The
fortress, which is surrounded by a 300-footlong wall, is a UNESCO World Heritage
Site. The oldest and most impressive
structure is the two-storey palace of
Emperor Fasilidas. We also visit the library
of Emperor Yohannes I; the House of
Bakaffa; the palace of the kings wife; the
bath of Fasiledes - now used for modernday Timkat ceremonies; and the Church
of Debre Birhan Selassie, an imposing
structure with brightly coloured ceilings.
The next morning we drive south towards
Debre Tabor, stopping at several Amhara
villages along the way including Awramba,
a small community of around 400 residents
who live an egalitarian life and together
resolve socio-economic problems faced
by the villagers including health, education
and the care of children and the elderly.
Continuing west we enter the Lalibela
Mountains and proceed through scenic
country to Lalibela, where we stay four
nights at the Maribela Hotel.

Gelada Baboon, Semien Mountains NP

We head up to Sankabar for a forest walk
with picnic lunch and the chance of spotting
the endemic Gelada baboon and native
antelope. The landscape is picturesque
with panoramic vistas overlooking the
deep gorges of the escarpment. We follow
centuries-old footpaths and discover the
beauty of the hills, valleys and wildlife of this
stunning region. Local conditions permitting
we may continue to Chenek in search of
Walia Ibex. Options exist for non-walkers.

Walia Ibex, Semien Mountains NP

The next morning we have the opportunity to
take another walk before driving to Gondar
via the former village of the Felasha (African
Jews, who have now migrated to Israel).
Gondar is the first capital of the Ethiopian
empire, founded in 1635 by Emperor
Fasilidas and best-known for its collection of
17th century castles and palaces. We stay
two nights at the new Gondar Hills Lodge
with unusual sod-covered buildings.

Priest with Holy crosses, Lalibela

Lalibela is arguably one of the most important
religious and historical sites in Africa, if not
the entire Christian world. Ethiopia was
the first country to adopt Christianity as a
state religion. There are no less than 200
churches in the Lalibela region, some hidden
in enormous caves, and 11 hewn from the
solid rock. These brlliant feats of engineering
and architecture date from the 12th and 13th
century when Lalibela (then known as Roha)
was the capital of the Zagwe dynasty.
We visit the group of churches which
represent early Jerusalem, including Bete
Bedhanialem (Saviour church), Bete Miriam,
Bete Denagel, Bete Meskal, Debra Sina and

Fasilides Castle, Royal Enclosure, Gondar
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former capital of Ethiopia, home of the
legendary Queen of Sheba, and the current
resting place of the Ark of the Covenant. On
arrival we proceed with a tour of the city,
visiting the Archaeological Museum and
Cathedral of St Mary of Zion which legend
says is built on the original foundations
of a temple built by King Ezana in the 4th
century – making it the oldest Christian
site in Africa. We visit the famous ‘Stelae
field’; the ruined palace and tomb of King
Kaleb; and the residence of the Queen of
Sheba dating from the 9th century. We stay
overnight at the Sabean Hotel.

Rock-hewn church, Lalibela

Bete Golgotha. Standing 38 feet tall with
seventy-two pillars, Medhane Alem is the
worlds largest monolithic rock-hewn church.
In the afternoon we visit the second group
of churches, representing the heavenly
Jerusalem. We see Bete Gabriel & Raphael,
Bete Merquorios, Bete Emmanuel and
Bete Abba Libano churches and the most
interesting Bete Giorgis (St George)
church which is cross-shaped and said to
symbolize Noah’s Ark.

Bete Giorgis (St George) church, Lalibela

The next day we visit Yimrehane Christos
church, some 48km from Lalibela in the
foothills of the Lasta Massif mountains. The
church is situated in a large cave on the flank
of Mount Abuna Yosef and built in the Axumite
style with walls showing inset beams, wooden
quoins, doors and window frames, the religious
paintings and decorations inside are the most
elaborate of all Ethiopian churches and are
considered the oldest surviving mural paintings
in Ethiopia.

We drive north-east to Yeha and visit the
8th century Sabaean Temple, thought to be
one of Ethiopia’s oldest standing structures.
At Adigrat we visit Medhane Alem Adikesho

Returning to Lalibela we will visit a local family
to see how they brew the local coffee and
prepare injera (local bread). The balance of the
afternoon is at leisure to relax in preparation for
the colourful Christmas eve festivities which we
attend in one of Lalibela's rock-hewn churches.
We take the morning flight north to Aksum.
Today a simple frontier town, Aksum is
historically a city of great importance as a
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Yimrehane Christos church, near Lalibela

Remhais Stele, Aksum

church, one of the oldest and best preserved
rock-hewn churches in the Tigray region.
From Adigrat we head south to Hawzen in
the heart of the Tigray region located close
to many ancient rock-hewn churches. We
stay two nights at Korkor Lodge, a recently
opened eco-lodge located in the picturesque
Gheralta mountains.

Ethiopia Horizons

Priest outside rock-hewn church, Tigray

Like Lakibela, Tigray boasts many ancient
and historic rock-hewn churches, however
these churches are less frequently visited
and provide an off-the-beaten-track view of
these religious landmarks. We spend the
day touring the region and visiting several
of the more important churches.

We fly east to Dire Dawa to stroll through
the local spice market and visit the railway
yards (now a museum) of the Addis –
Djibouti Railway, before driving to Harar,
which was the Muslim capital of Ethiopia
during medieval times. Standing on the
eastern side of the Great Rift Valley, this
ancient walled city was known as the
‘forbidden city’ (closed to visitors) until 1887
and has changed little since it was first
visited in the 19th century by Sir Richard
Burton, a British officer in the Indian Army.
Our tour includes a walk along the old city
walls and through several city gates; the
house of the famous 19th century French
poet Arthur Rimbaud; and a walk through
the local markets where Amhara, Oromo
and Adere (Harari) people and cultures mix .

Hyena Man, Harar

The next day we drive to Mekele, enroute
visiting the 10th century cruciform shaped
rock-hewn church at Abreha Atsbeha;
and the sandstone church of Wukro
Cherkos in Wukro, where the population
is half Christian, half Muslim. We take the
afternoon flight from Mekele back to Addis
for overnight at the Addis Ababa Sheraton.

Mural, Abreha Atsbeha church, Tigray

In the early evening we return to one of the
city gates to see the “Hyena man” feeding
wild hyena by hand – a tradition that has
continued for centuries. We stay overnight
at the basic Harar Ras Hotel (Noted: as at
July 2018 a new and as yet unnamed hotel
is under construction across the road).

At Dinsho, headquarters of the Bale
Mountains National Park we have the best
opportunity to easily spot the Mountain
Nyala, Menelik Bushbuck, warthog and a
variety of endemic bird species including
the Abyssinian cat bird and the Abyssinian
long-eared owl.

We drive to Babille elephant sanctuary
which is home to a variety of wildlife
including lion, kudu and wild ass. The
sanctuary features beautiful natural scenery
and was created for the protection of the
endemic subspecies of elephant classified
Loxodonta africana orleansi. We return to
Dire Dawa for the night at Ras Hotel and a
discussion on the archaeology of Ethiopia.

The Park is divided into five distinct and
unique habitats ranging from the northern
grasslands of the Gaysay Valley, to the

We fly to Addis then drive south through
the Great Rift Valley to Debre Zeit, where
we visit the crater lakes of Bishouftu before
continuing to the shores of Lake Langano
for overnight stay at Sabana Resort.

Spice markets, Dire Dawa
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Babile Elephant Sanctuary

Ethiopia Horizons
On our final day in Ethiopia we attend the
Timket Festival - the Ethiopian Orthodox
Ephiphany celebrating the baptism of
Jesus. Attired in colourful robes and
carrying large umbrellas, processions of
Coptic monks carry Tabot (replicas of the
Ark of the Covenant) and perform rollicking
dances and religious songs. We'll watch as
the monks baptise the Tabot and splash
blessed water over the crowds of faithful.
The replicas are paraded back to church
accompanied by much singing and dancing.
Through the drumming and chants the
monks achieve a state of ecstasy, often
contagious to the white robed worshippers
who gather around them.

Panorama, Bale Mountaiins NP

high altitude Sanetti Plateau and Ethiopia’s
second highest point – Tulu Dimtu at 4,377m
above sea level. The park has one of the
highest incidences of animal endemicity of
any terrestrial habitat in the world and is
an important sanctuary supporting seven
globally threatened bird species and nearly
all of Ethiopia’s highland biome species.
We stay three nights at the Bale Mountains
Lodge situated at 2,380m on the approaches
to the Sanetti Plateau and Harenna Forest.

Leaving the Park we drive via several
interesting village stops to Lake Awassa for
overnight at Haile Resort on the lakeshore.
In the morning we visit the fish market
before driving back to Addis for a final
night at the Sheraton Addis Ababa. Our
farewell dinner is at one of the traditional
restaurantes where we taste a variety of
Ethiopian dishes and enjoy a cultural dance
performance.

During our stay we have the opportunity to
explore different areas of the park in search
of the world’s rarest canid, the Ethiopian or
Semien Wolf and their natural prey the Giant
Mole-rat (also endemic to the Plateau). We
may be very lucky to sight the rare and shy
African Wild Dog or remnant populations
of Ethiopian lion. Our excursions visit the
Harenna Forest and ascend the high Sanetti
Plateau and involve some off-track walking
(options available for non-walkers).
Timket Festival, Addis Ababa

Harenna Forest, Bale Mountains NP
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Priests with Tabot, Timket Festival, Addis Ababa

We take the afternoon Emirates flight back
to Dubai for connecting Emirates flights
departing early the next morning to Sydney,
Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth,
arriving late that evening.

Ethiopia Horizons
Abridged itinerary
Day 1 Friday 27 December: By air to Dubai
Late evening Emirates flights from Sydney,
Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide or Perth to
Dubai.
Day 2 Saturday: By air to Addis Ababa Early
morning connecting flight from Dubai to Addis
Ababa. Afternoon at leisure. Presentation on
Ethiopian history by guest lecturer. Two nights
at Sheraton Addis Ababa in Executive Rooms.
Day 3 Sunday: In Addis Ababa
Morning and afternoon sightseeing.
Day 4 Monday: By air to Bahir Dar
Late morning flight to Bahir Dar. Afternoon
excursion to Blue Nile Falls. Stay two nights at
Kuriftu Resort & Spa.
Day 5 Tuesday: Lake Tana cruise
Morning cruise on Lake Tana to Zege Peninsular
to visit monasteries. Afternoon sightseeing in
Bahir Dar.
Day 6 Wednesday: By road to Semien
Mountains
Drive to Sankaber at the
entrance to Semien Mountains National Park.
Afternoon nature walk. Stay two nights at
Semien Mountain Lodge.
Day 7 Thursday: At Semien Mountains
Walking excursion in search of Gelada Baboon,
Walia Ibex and other native fauna.
Day 8 Friday: By road to Gondar
Morning nature walk then drive to Gondar via
the former village of the Felasha (African jews).
Stay two nights at Gondar Hills Lodge.
Day 9 Saturday: In Gondar
Morning and afternoon sightseeing.
Day 10 Sunday: By road to Lalilbela
Drive to Lalibela via Debre Tabor and Awramba
village. Stay three nights at Maribela Hotel.

Day 11 Monday: In Lalibela
Morning and afternoon sightseeing visiting
three groups of rock-hewn churches.
Day 12 Tuesday: Excursion to Yimrehane
Christos
Morning excursion to
the Yimrehane Christos Church. Afternoon
visit local family. Evening attend Orthodox
Christmas festival celebrations.

Tour Costs
Day 21 Thursday: In Bale Mountains
Ascend the Bale Massif to Sanetti Plateau
in search of Simien Wolf. Options exist for
non-walkers.
Day 22 Friday : In Bale Mountains Game
viewing excursion in the Harena Forest
with chance of seeing African Wild Dog and
Ethiopian lion. Options exist for non-walkers.

Day 13 Wednesday: By air to Aksum
Morning flight to Aksum. Morning and afternoon
sightseeing. Stay overnight at Sabean Hotel.

Day 23 Saturday: By road to Awassa
Drive to Awassa via Sennete. Afternoon at
leisure. Overnight Haile Resort.

Day 14 Thursday: By road to Hawzen
Drive to Hawzen via Yeha and Adigrat. Stay
two nights at Korkor Lodge.

Day 24 Sunday: By road to Addis
Morning visit local fish market then drive
back to Addis. Overnight Sheraton Addis.

Day 15 Friday: Excursion to Tigrai
Full day tour to Tigrai rock-hewn churches.

Day 25 Mondaay : Timket Festival. By air
to Dubai Morning attend Timket Festival.
Afternoon at leisure before the early evening
Emirates flight to Dubai, arriving late night.

Day 16 Saturday : By air to Addis Ababa
Morning drive to Mekele via the rock-hewn
churches of Abreha Atsbeha and Wukro
Cherkos). Afternoon flight to Addis Ababa for
overnight at Sheraton Addis.
Day 17 Sunday: By air and road to Harar
Morning flight to Dire Dawa for sightseeing then
drive to Harar. Afternoon sightseeing. Early
evening watch the ‘hyena man’ feeding wild
hyena. Overnight at Harar Ras Hotel (basic).

Day 26 Tuesday 21 January : By air to
Australia
Early morning connecting
Emirates direct flights to Sydney, Melbourne,
Adelaide and Perth arriving same evening.
Brisbane passengers fly via Singapore,
arriving early following morning.

Climatic Conditions			
Average temperatures at time of our visit:
Maximum Minimum
Addis Ababa		 33		 21
Bahir Dar		 32		 16
Semien Mountains		 31		 20
Gondar		 33		 18
Lalibela		 30		 15
Axum		 31		 13
Harar		 30		 12
Bale Mountains		 30		 13
Awassa		 30		 13

Tariffs per person [share twin]
from Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane,
Adelaide or Perth
$26,560
Supplements
Single room

$ 6,370

Business Class air travel on Emirates
flights from Sydney, Melbourne,
Brisbane, Adelaide or Perth $ 9,485

Day 18 Monday: Excursion to Babille
Morning visit Babille elephant sancturary then
drive to Dire Dawa. Overnight Ras Hotel (basic)
Day 19 Tuesday: By air and road to Langano
Morning flight to Addis then drive to Langano
via Bishouftu crater lakes and Lema Guya art
gallery. Overnight at Sabana Resort.
Day 20 Wednesday: By road to Bale
Mountain National Park
Morning
drive via Dinsho (Park HQ) to Harena forest
for three night stay at Bale Mountain Lodge.
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Gelada baboon, Semien Mountains NP

Hotels
It is our policy to use the highest quality
accommodation available throughout each
stage of every tour. In large cities we also
select hotels which offer a special ambience,
history or favorable location. Outside major
cities and towns hotel choices are limited and
the 'best available' may be the 'only available'
hotel and passengers should be aware
that we are not always able to provide fully
international standards of accommodation.
Having said that, Ethiopia has developed
substantially in recent years and tourism
infrastructure has improved markedly.

SEMIEN MUMBAI
MOUNTAINS N.P.

MUMBAI
AXUM

DIRE
MUMBAI
DAWA

Semien
TridentMountains
Hotel Mumbai
Lodge

Trident
Sabean
HotelHotel
Mumbai

Trident
Ras
Hotel
Hotel
Mumbai

ADDIS
MUMBAI
ABABA

GONDAR
MUMBAI

HAWZEN
MUMBAI

LAKE
MUMBAI
LANGANO

Sheraton
Trident Hotel
Addis
Mumbai
Ababa

Gondar Trident
Hills Lodge
Hotel(artists
Mumbai
rendition)

Trident
Korkor
Hotel
Lodge
Mumbai

Trident
Sabana
Hotel
Resort
Mumbai

BAHIR
MUMBAI
DAR

LALIBELA
MUMBAI

MUMBAI
HARAR

BALE MOUNTAINS
MUMBAI
N.P.

Trident
Kuriftu Hotel
ResortMumbai
& Spa

Trident
Maribela
HotelHotel
Mumbai

Trident
HararHotel
Ras Mumbai
Hotel

Bale
Trident
Mountains
Hotel Mumbai
Lodge
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General Information and Booking Conditions
To make a booking
Complete the Booking Form on page 11 and return it
to Far Horizons Tours Pty Ltd (hereinafter referred to
as Far Horizons) with a deposit of $2,000 per person.
Items included in the tour cost
1. Scheduled air travel and taxes as indicated
2. Transfers, assistance and porterage between 			
airports and hotels		
3. Accommodation in specified hotels or similar		
4. Breakfast, lunch and dinner daily whilst on tour
5. Bottled drinking water in vehicles and with meals 		
6. Gratuities to guides, drivers and tour escort		
7. All service charges and local taxes		
8. All transportation and sightseeing as indicated		
9. All entrance fees, admission charges, 			
entertainments and cultural events specified		
10. Services of Far Horizons escort throughout		
11. Services of experienced local guide/lecturers
12. Free baggage allowance of 30 kgs (40kgs
Business class) on International flights, and 			
23kg (32kg Business class) on Domestic flights.

Late Bookings
Bookings made within sixty days of departure will
only be accepted if full payment is received at time
of booking. Late booking fees may be charged in
addition to any charges levied by operating suppliers.

The tours are based on an economic minimum
number of passengers travelling. Should this
minimum not be reached, we reserve the right to
cancel the tour before non-refundable supplier
deposits fall due, or at Far Horizons discretion.

Cancellations
All cancellations must be made to Far Horizons in
writing signed by the person who made the original
booking. In the event of cancellation the following
charges will be levied per passenger, depending upon
the number of days prior to departure date when Far
Horizons receives written notice of cancellation:

The right is reserved to refuse to accept any person,
or to terminate any person's participation in the tour
at our own discretion at any time during the course of
the tour. We furthermore reserve the right to withdraw
a tour or any part of it, or to make such alterations
to the itinerary as we deem necessary or desirable
in the event of delays or events beyond our control.
In the event of any changes made we will give you
or be caused to give you notice thereof including
any consequent change in price. In the event any
one change or series of changes to your itinerary
demonstrates that your tour has thereby become
materially different from that contemplated, you have
the right to ask to rearrange or withdraw from the tour
and monies already paid will be refunded, less any
non refundable charges levied by operating suppliers.

Up to 120 days prior
$500*		
119 - 90 days
loss of deposit*#		
89 - 45 days
50% of tour price		
Less than 45 days
100% of tour price
* plus any non-recoverable deposits paid on your
behalf.		
# balance of deposit may be transferrable to a future
Far Horizons tour on request.

If you fail to avail yourself of any of the services
Items not included in the tour cost		
comprised in the holiday, no refund will be available
1. Laundry, drinks, room service, mini bar and other
for services not provided.
items of a personal nature
2. Visa fees (costs will be added to tour invoice)
Changes to the advertised itinerary or designated
3. Travel Insurance
airline
Passengers wishing to make changes to the
Balance of Payment		
advertised itinerary may do so at an administrative
Fifty percent of the tour cost must be received by Far
charge of $200 per booking, plus the cost of any
Horizons no later than ninety days before departure,
additional flights, accommodation and/or services.
and the balance of payment must be received by
The air fare on which this tour is based requires all
Far Horizons no later than forty-five days prior to
passengers to travel out together, so any extensions
departure. About four weeks before departure we will
or amendments to the itinerary should take place
send you historical notes and a general information
after the completion of the tour rather than before,
booklet which contains information about climate,
otherwise additional charges may be incurred.
clothing, health requirements, visa procedures and
Passengers wishing to travel on a 'land only' basis, or
other matters. Approximately two weeks prior to
to travel by airlines other than those designated will
departure we will send your final joining instructions,
be required to pay a supplementary charge of $500
detailed day by day itinerary, luggage labels and all
per person.
other documentation pertinent to your journey. Please
note we are not bound to issue any tickets or other
Changes in prices and itineraries
travel documents until full payment is made. Failure
Prices are based on tariffs, air fares and exchange
to make payment when due may at our option be
rates current at 20 July 2018. To reflect fluctuations
deemed a cancellation by you and we reserve the
in exchange rates or increases to the cost elements
right to retain the deposit you have paid including
of the tour we reserve the right to adjust prices as
any cancellation charges applicable. Late payment
may be necessary at any time.
may cause the late delivery of travel documents and
we accept no responsibility for such delivery or any
consequence thereof.

Insurance
We strongly advise passengers to take out
travel insurance at the time of booking, covering
medical, cancellation and emergency costs, cash
in hospital, loss of baggage and documents, hijack
compensation, death, disability and loss of income.
Far Horizons can issue travel insurance on request.
Accommodation
The basis of accommodation provided is in a twinshare, double-share or single room with private bath
or shower and w.c. in luxury, first class or (in remote
regions or where infrastructure is limited) 'best
available' hotels.
Single rooms and share-twin accommodation
At all hotels rooms are available for single occupancy
at the appropriate supplement. These rooms are
usually normal twin-bedded rooms, but occasionally
they may be smaller. We will endeavour to match
single persons wishing to book on a "share-twin"
basis. However such bookings are accepted on the
understanding that the single supplement will be
payable in the event of our being unable to find a
suitable partner. Passengers wishing to book on this
basis will be asked to complete a form to assist us in
providing a compatible partner.
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Immigration and Health
Each passenger must be in possession of a valid
passport which should be valid for at least six
months after completion of tour, and have sufficient
blank pages available to satisfy visa and arrival
stamping requirements. A visa is required for entry
into Ethiopia. This will be obtained by Far Horizons
on your behalf. Participation in this tour may involve
walking over rough/uneven surfaces, embarking/
disembarking from small boats or traditional forms of
transport, travel at altitude and extremes of climatic
conditions. Payment of your deposit confirms your
understanding and acceptance of this and your ability
to participate in all aspects of the tour.
Acts of God
We are unable to accept liability in contract or in
tort for any injury, damage, loss, delay, additional
expenses or inconvenience caused directly or
indirectly by force majeure or other events over which
we have no control including without limitation or
rights, civil strife, terrorist activity, weather conditions,
fire, flood, drought, industrial disputes, unusually
severe weather, acts of God, acts of government, or
cancellation by airline, operator or supplier.
Independent Suppliers
Far Horizons purchases transportation, flights, hotel
accommodation and other services from independent
suppliers not affiliated with Far Horizons in any way.
Far Horizons act solely as agents for the companies
and/or persons supplying these services. Although
we try to choose the best suppliers available we have
no right to control their operations and accordingly
cannot be responsible in any way for day to day
problems resulting from the booking, or any loss,
damage, delay, inconvenience or injury to persons or
property or any loss howsoever arising, unless it is a
direct result of negligence on our part or on the part
of our employees, but any liability on our part shall
be limited (except for death or personal injury) to a
maximum of the tour cost subject to these conditions.
Jurisdiction
The passenger's contract is governed by the law of
the State of New South Wales and any legal action
arising pursuant to the contract shall be litigated in
the appropriate court having jurisdiction in that State.

Ethiopia Horizons: 26 days departing 27 December 2019
Room type (please tick)

Full names of all passengers - as stated in passport

Booking Form

1.

Please complete this form and mail to

2.

Far Horizons Tours Pty Ltd
PO Box 555, Cammeray

Twin		 Double
2 beds
1 large bed

3.

NSW 2062 Australia
Telephone

(02) 9955 0444 		

E-mail

info@farhorizons.com.au

Web

www.farhorizons.com.au

Single

Class of Air Travel (eg Business)

4.
Airport of departure
Address for correspondence

Further Information
Frequent Flyer #
Remittance

I enclose herewith a remittance of $2,000

per person for each of the passengers named. I confirm that

Seating Preference (eg Aisle)
Postcode

the relevant Booking Conditions in the General Information
section on page 10 have been read and accepted by me
and all members of my party.

Telephone (Home)

Signed

Telephone (Mobile)

Date

Email

Special Dietary Requirements
Travel Insurance
1. Please quote/assist (tick) ____
2. Your travel insurance provider
and policy number

Passport Details - in block capitals please
Title

Surname

Initials Nationality

Date of Birth

Place of Birth
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Passport Number

Place of Issue

Date of Issue

Expiry Date

